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Abstract— In recent decades, video traffic surveillance 

systems have become increasingly common as urban road 

congestion has gotten worse. Traffic management, safety, 

accident prevention, as well as other aspects of traffic can 

all be improved by the use of these tools. This vehicle's 

primary function is to gauge the current flow of traffic. As a 

result, determining a vehicle's speed becomes more 

challenging. The detection methods of moving objects are 

the most critical steps in speed assessment. To get over the 

limitations of the prior method, image processing is applied 

here. This paper's technique is based on a combination of 

noise removal, extraction of features, and vehicle tracking. 

Calculating vehicle speed is based on the distance covered 

by the vehicle and the frame rate. To handle wavelet-based 

moving object segmentation, an approximate median filter-

based technique can be utilized. Using the provided method, 

we can avoid the problems of other image pixel methods, 

such as ghost, shadow, and noise. The performance of the 

recommended method is compared with the performance of 

standard spatial domain approaches. 

 

Keywords: video Surveillance, Frame separation, wavelet 

transform, , object tracking , Performance measurement. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Intelligent video surveillance is a new research direction in 

the field of computer vision. It uses the method of 

computer vision and detects the movement target in the 

monitoring scene by automatic analysis the image sequence 

by the camera recording. And the research on moving 

target detection and extraction algorithm can be said to be 

key issues in intelligent video. Its purpose is the detection 

and extraction of the moving targets from the scene of the 

video image sequence. Therefore the effective detection of 

moving targets determines the system performance. 

Therefore, this article focuses on key technology in the 

moving targets detection and extraction. In this paper, 

firstly, it has a brief introduction of pretreatment of the 

video images. It reduces the error in the image processing 

after. Secondly the paper focuses on analysis Comparison 

the two algorithms: the background subtraction and the 

frame difference. Lastly, this paper selects based on the 

background subtraction method to improve it and present a 

moving target detection algorithm based on the background 

which has dynamic changes.. The word surveillance is 

usually used to describe observation from a distance via 

electronic tools or other technological means. 

                
Fig. 1 Example of CCTV camera 

 

The term "CCTV" refers to a grouping of videotape cameras 

that are used to monitor people and property. CCTV 

cameras are most commonly seen in high-risk locations, 

such as banks, airports, and city centers. Camera, lens, and 

power supply are all components of a CCTV system. There 

are also recorders, VCRs, and digital video tape recorders 

and monitors to complete the set up. Using video cameras, 

closed-circuit television (CCTV) allows viewers to see only 

what is happening in a given location, on a restricted 

number of screens. It is the job of video surveillance 

systems to recognize and classify moving objects. In 

general, fixed-camera video surveillance systems are used 

during this step of the process. Backdrop subtraction is the 

most common method for recognizing moving objects, and 

it involves maintaining a current model of the backdrop and 

spotting those that differ from it. There are a number of 

factors that can affect the backdrop image, including: rapid 

changes in lighting, motion and camera oscillations as well 

as high-frequency surrounds objects (such as nearby trees, 

sea waves and similar). 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Changing backgrounds, clutter, occlusion, shifting lighting 

conditions, automatic operation, and inclement weather can 

all pose issues when trying to segment video sequences. 

Fog, rain, snow, camera angle, and real-time processing 

requirements are just a few examples of these issues. [1-7]. 

Zhang [4] classified segmentation methods into six 

categories: threshold-based, pixel-based, range-based, color-

based, and edge person identification, all of which are based 

on rough set theory. Recursive and non-recursive 

background adaptative techniques are also categorized by 

Cheung and Kamath [6]. A sliding-window approach is 

used in a non-recursive method to estimate the backdrop. 

Moving averaging of Gaussian, Temporal Median Filter, 
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and Mixture of Gaussian function are some of the video 

object segmentation methods that can be found in the 

literature [1-5]. GMM with an online EM algorithm is an 

example of a method that is both time-consuming and 

space-consuming (Temporal Median Filter is proposed in all 

the methods discussed as above for the moving objects) 

inability to remove noise from repeated frames due to either 

sluggish motion or incorrect segmentation of moving 

objects The presence detecting ghosts in segmented objects 

and the identification of only moving objects are the other 

two limitations. 

 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

  

Background subtraction method  
 

Backdrop subtraction is the process of removing the picture 

from an image that represents the background. Modeling the 

background creates a reference image instead. For a certain 

recognition rate, a set of appropriate threshold values is 

selected and then subtracted. Color-subtraction techniques 

or arrangements help to identify which pixels belong in the 

foreground or the background (including plain and colored 

foregrounds) or which pixels are part of a moving object. 

 

Subtract the background picture B(X, Y) from the existent 

frame FK after obtaining the background color B(X, Y) (X, 

Y). A moving object appears to be a set of pixels whose 

difference between them is larger than the threshold T; 

otherwise, the pixels appear to be background pixels. 

Moving objects can be detected after threshold operations. 

The following is to say it:DK X, Y =    {if (|FK(X, Y) – 

B(X, Y) | >   1)                        

0 others 

  

Models based on background subtraction are highly 

sensitive to changes in the surrounding environment outside 

of the simulation chamber. Slow illumination changes can 

be accommodated by approaches that use a single scalar 

value as the basis of the background model, but multi-

valued background distributions are not. As a result, people 

are more likely to make mistakes in those situations. The 

amount of time it takes to detect an object using this method 

is low, but the level of accuracy may not be sufficient. 

 

 

Fig. 3 Example of Background subtraction method 

 

IV. PROPOSED METHOD 

The proposed solution is based on a complicated wavelet 

domain approximation of a median filter. A method for 

getting video object planes that offers the changing pixel 

values from consecutive frames is used. Our method begins 

with the sophisticated wavelet domain decomposition of 

consecutive frames (In-1 and In). Then we use an 

approximate median filter to detect frame differences. 

 

  

The process algorithm is described as follow: 
 

1. The first step is to record a video. 

2. Separation of the frames 

3. Keeping the image sequence in the displayed frame 

distinct from the background image 

4. In both the background and current image, use 

wavelet transform 

5. Reversal of wavelet transform 

6. Detection threshold for the foreground (discovery) 

7. Removal of noise 

8. the ability to detect and track moving objects 

9. Speed and weight are also important factors in 

determining a vehicle's 

 

A. Block diagram for Proposed Method 
 

 
 

Fig.5 block diagram for proposed method 
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By applying an approximate median filter-based approach 

to the decomposed wavelet domain, we can determine the 

frame difference between two successive frames (I n-1 and 

I n). The coordinates of frame I n I j) and I n1 I j) for each 

pixel position I j) 

 

 

 

 

Where WIn(i,j) and WIn-1(i,j) are wavelet coefficients of 

frame In(i,j) and In-1(i,j) respectively. Obtained results may 

have some noise. Applying the soft Threshold to remove 

noise. In presence of noise, equation is expressed as: 

 

FDn
’(i , j )= FDn(i, j )- λ (3) 

  

The equivalent noise components, denoted by, correspond 

to the different levelled without noise, FDn' I j). Soft 

thresholding in the wavelet domain is used to estimate the 

frame difference FDn' for de-noising purposes (i, j). It is 

possible to get the spatial segmentation of a moving object 

by using an Inverse Wavelet Transform (En). There may be 

a few disconnected edges in the final segmented image 

since the moving object's edges weren't perfectly 

segmented. As a result, in order to construct connected 

edges from an object edge map after it has been post 

processed, some morphological operation is required. 

Binary morphological operations are employed here. A 

segmented moving object is obtained after applying the 

morphometric operator M (En) and then the model depicts 

is updated to reflect changes in history and lighting 

conditions. 

B.SPEED 

The frequency (rate) at which consecutive images (frames) 

show on a display is known as the frame rate (fps). Film 

and video cameras, computer graphics, and motion capture 

technologies are all included in the definition of this word. 

The hertz unit of measure for frame rate is the frame 

frequency. 

SPEED=FRAME/SEC 

C.WEIGHT 

 

Vehicle Static 

 

Using the Vehicle Body block, you can simulate a two-axle 

vehicle body that is moving longitudinally. Each axle of the 

vehicle can have the same number of wheels or a different 

number of wheels. In this case, two wheels would be on the 

front axle and one wheel would be on the back axle. The 

size of the vehicle's wheels is presumed to be the same. The 

vehicle's center of gravity (CG) can also be at or below the 

plane of travel, depending on the configuration. 

 
Vehicle Dynamics 

The vehicle motion is a result of the net effect of all the 

forces and torques acting on it. The 

longitudinal tire forces push the vehicle forward or 

backward. The weight mg of the vehicle acts 

through its center of gravity (CG). 

 

 
 

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

It has been possible to obtain current qualitative effects by 

utilizing the proposed technique for detection of moving 

objects in input video that represents typical situations 

critical to security camera systems, as well as experimental 

results for the detection of moving objects using the 

proposed technique. This is accomplished through the use 

of Mat lab, a challenging piece of computer software. It's 

much easier to build good code in Mat lab because of the 

toolboxes for image collection and processing that are 

already there. 

                                         

 
Fig: input video 

FDn(i, j )=WIn(i,j)- WIn-1(i,j) (2) 
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Fig: multiple object tracking  

 

 
Fig: speed and weight calculations  

 

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

 

There is a clear correlation between performance evaluation 

and the fact that none of the earlier proposed segmentation 

algorithms produce a flawless segmentation result compared 

to ground accuracy frames. It has been shown in this paper 

that the proposed strategy can be quantitatively compared to 

other current methods. Various parameter settings can be 

used to estimate system performance as part of the testing 

for the proposed system. Several quantitative measurements, 

including video quality and MSE, PSNR, correlation 

coefficient, and similarity, show improved performance 

with the new method. 

 

A. Mean Square Error (MSE) and the Peak Signal to 

Noise ratio (PSNR) 
 

Both the MSE and the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) 

are used to compare the quality of picture compression. 

Both the MSE and the PSNR are used to calculate the total 

squared error between a compressed and uncompressed 

image. The lower the MSE number, the less error there is. 

The first block computes the mean-squared error using the 

following equation to compute the PSNR: 

 

MSE = ₁(m, n)-I₂ (m, n)] ²/M * N                       (4) 

In this equation, M and N are the number of rows and 

number of columns in the input images, respectively. Now 

the block computes the PSNR by the following equation: 

                 )                                      

(5) 

With a PSNR of 40 dB or higher, the original and recreated 

images are virtually indistinguishable to human viewers 

when using images with 8 bits per pixel or sample. R is the 

maximum variance in the input picture data type. R is 1, for 

example, if the data type of the input representation is 

double-precision floating-point. R is 255 if it is an 8-bit 

unsigned integer, and so on. 

 

B. Correlation coefficient: 
 

This reveals the statistical correlation between two or more 

random variables or observed data values. If A and B are 

both matrices or vectors of the same size, then this 

calculates the correlation coefficient between A and B. 

 

Table-1. Values of MSE, PSNR and correlation coefficient 

and for frame no 29. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this study, we provide a new vibrating camera approach 

for improving vehicle recognition and counting in dirty and 

snowy weather. To recognize automobiles, we employ a 

new and better background subtraction technique. In this 

section, we use a background subtraction technique to 

eliminate virtual blobs and reduce the influence of dusty 

weather conditions with a vibrating camera. More data was 

obtained for vehicle verification in each frame by using a 

tracking step based on their previous frame information as 

well. A generalized particle filter was used to put this notion 

into practice, and the better detection and counting that 

resulted as a result. With our results, we found that our 

proposed strategy worked well in a wide range of 

challenging settings, including bright evenings and snowy 

weather. Compared to other studies, our results are in line. 

 

S.NO 

 

Parameter 

Method  

Background 

Subtraction 

DWT(haar) 

+BS 

1 MSE 0.0119 0.0084 

2 PSNR 63.0219 66.4709 

3 Correlation 

coeffiecient 

0.6976 0.8079 

INPUT Inp1.avi 

GT: 29.bmp 
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Vehicle weight and speed were more accurately calculated 

under more difficult conditions. 
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